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1. COLOR SCHOOL
Nest Studio expands its Geo pulls and handles with an array of powder-coated metals. Custom colors are available as special orders.

neststudiocollection.com
Circle 101 on inquiry card.

2. METALLIC DUO
Kohler blends two metallics in one for its new Ombré finish, currently an option on its Components and Sensate lines.

kohler.com
Circle 102 on inquiry card.

3. HOLD MY BEER
Now in the development phase at Delta’s First Wave Innovation Lab is a prototype for a glass rinser. This is an idea we’d like to see brought to market.

firstwavelab.com
Circle 103 on inquiry card.

4. GOOD VIBES
For more compact luxury, BainUltra offers the new Vibe tub line. The freestanding tub measures 58x28x21 inches; alcove and undermount versions are a couple of inches larger.

bainultra.com
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